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STV GROUP Plc – MODERN SLAVERY AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING STATEMENT 2023 

Introduction 
STV is fully committed to business integrity, holds strong ethical values and displays a high degree of 
professionalism in all its activities.  STV considers it crucial to conduct itself honestly, transparently and 
responsibly while complying with all relevant legislation, including the Modern Slavery Act 2015.  It is accountable 
to its stakeholders not only for ensuring that governance processes are in place, but that these are operating 
effectively.  
 
STV recognises that it has a responsibility to take a robust approach to slavery and human trafficking and is 
committed to implementing and enforcing effective systems and controls to ensure that any form of slavery is 
not taking place in its business or supply chains.  STV is committed to creating and ensuring a non-discriminatory 
and respectful working environment for everyone engaged by the Company to provide services and to improving 
its practices to combat slavery and human trafficking as these are recognised to be real yet hidden issues in 
society. STV will not engage in business with any organisation that knowingly supports or is found to be involved 
in slavery or compulsory labour. 
 
Organisational structure and supply chains 
STV is a public service broadcaster with its business across three core divisions: Broadcast, Digital and Studios. 
 
The Broadcast division operates two Channel 3 commercial licences in Central and the North of Scotland and 
commissions, produces and broadcasts news, current affairs, documentaries, and entertainment across all 
genres.  This content is also made available via the STV Player, the Group’s advertiser-funded video on demand 
service, operated by the Digital division.  Channel 3 content available through the STV Player is supplemented 
by third party programming, licenced from external distributors, which is made available to users across the UK.  
As well as generating revenue from advertisers, the Digital division generates revenue direct from consumers 
through subscription video on demand service, the STV Player+. 
 
STV Studios is a producer of TV programmes for both UK and international broadcasters and streamers with a 
strategy to continue to pursue growth in the UK and internationally.  The division comprises c.20 creative labels 
of which three are in-house (one for each of drama, entertainment and factual/daytime) and the others are 
investments in businesses run by strong, creative leaders. STV Studios also distributes finished programmes and 
formats worldwide. 
 
STV employs around 500 people in the UK across offices in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Dundee, Inverness 
and London and as well as these employees, at any given time there are freelancers and short term contractors 
engaged to support production activity, principally undertaken by STV Studios but also by other areas of the 
business. 
 
Outside the recent acquisition of Greenbird, there is one central purchase ledger for the Group’s suppliers which 
is operated and maintained by a dedicated purchase ledger and treasury team. New suppliers are approved by 
the respective business area with the aim of engaging only with reputable companies. Of our total suppliers, 
c.90% (by number, excluding Greenbird) are based in either the UK or the USA, two of the lower risk jurisdictions 
and none of our suppliers are operating in countries identified as being of the highest risk by the Global Slavery 
2018 index.  Purchases by Greenbird and its direct investee companies are managed by a central team in 
Greenbird Media who operate similar processes and controls to the existing STV purchase ledger and treasury 
teams. 
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STV’s biggest supplier is ITV plc, which accounts for c.30-35% of the Group’s cost base, with staff costs (of a 
UK-based workforce) constituting a further c25% (both metrics dependent on the level of programme production 
activity underway in any given year). The Group operates stringent equal opportunities policies for all employees 
and considers itself to be transparent and fair in all dealings with colleagues.  STV reviews ITV’s annual Modern 
Slavery statement to seek assurance that the appropriate safeguards and policies are in place, and there is 
regular dialogue between members of the senior management teams at both organisations, through the ITV/STV 
Council and other forums, at which specific issues in this area would be expected to be raised.   
 
STV’s supply chains include the following: 
 
Broadcast: Ad-serving technology; IT support; transmission; and technology operations.  
Within Broadcast, many of the suppliers are large companies, such as Vidispine and BT, which publish Modern 
Slavery statements and STV is involved in reviewing the annual Modern Slavery statement for the division’s 
biggest supplier, ITV.  
 
Digital: technology development; third party content providers; and ad-serving technology.  
The vast majority of companies that Digital works with are international brands including Amazon, Freewheel 
and YoSpace, all of which publish Modern Slavery statements, as do our larger third party content providers, 
which include Abacus Media Rights, All3Media International, Banijay Rights, Fremantle, and Lionsgate.  Following 
the agreement with ITV for premiere digital content in extended preview windows, more of the division’s content 
comes from ITV (see references under Broadcast).  There are a few smaller distribution houses that Digital has 
contact with, and our intention is to introduce the topic of modern slavery into negotiations with future partners 
to seek assurances that they have appropriate policies and practices in place to ensure a robust approach in 
this area.   
 
Studios: talent and production personnel; clothing, equipment, props, set construction materials, vehicles, 
cleaning, security, construction etc. 
There are many suppliers which Studios engages with and several will be smaller companies.  As these may be 
considered higher risk for modern slavery and labour exploitation, STV is looking to improve its understanding 
of the extent of the risks in this area.  
  
Relevant policies 
The following policies are designed to ensure there are no instances of slavery or human trafficking across the 
Company’s operations and set out the steps to be taken to prevent these occurring. These policies are provided 
to all colleagues engaged by the business during the onboarding process and are available on STV’s intranet. 
Where STV has either direct control of, or a majority stake in, a production company, they are required to adopt 
STV’s policies and procedures – as far as Greenbird is concerned, the integration of that business into the wider 
STV Group remains underway at the date of review of this policy and will be completed before the next annual 
policy review process.  
 

 Whistleblowing policy:  anyone engaged by the business is encouraged to report any concerns they may 
have about the conduct of others in the business or the way in which the business is run. This includes 
any circumstances that may give rise to an enhanced risk of slavery or human trafficking. The Company's 
whistleblowing policy is designed to  ensure concerns can be raised with ease and without fear of 
victimisation or detriment.  The Group has made available a confidential hotline number that individuals 
can call to raise concerns. 

 
 Business Ethics policy: this policy sets out STV’s charter for ethical conduct, promoting a culture of ethical 

behaviour throughout the organisation and protecting the integrity of the business. 
 

 Equality, Diversity & Inclusion policy: the purpose of this policy is to provide the framework which enables 
fair treatment in the workplace for anyone engaged by the business. 
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 Respect & Dignity at Work policy: this policy applies to anyone engaged by the business and covers 
bullying and harassment in the workplace and in any other work-related setting outside the workplace, 
e.g. business trips and work-related social events. 
 

 Disciplinary policy/code of conduct: this code makes clear to anyone engaged by the business of the 
actions and behaviour expected of them when representing the organisation. The Company strives to 
maintain the highest standards of employee conduct and ethical behaviour when operating and 
managing its supply chain. 
 

 Producers’ Handbook: as an affiliate of ITV1, STV has adopted ITV’s policy and this detailed and 
comprehensive handbook sets out editorial and compliance standards, taking into account Ofcom’s 
Broadcasting Code. 
 

Supplier on-boarding policies are being reviewed as work continues to ensure that STV’s supply chain is 
sustainable by 2030 and this review includes consideration of modern slavery related matters.  
 
Due diligence processes 

Effective systems and controls are implemented and enforced to ensure to every extent possible that human 
trafficking and slavery do not take place within the business or across any of its supply chains. Due to the nature 
of its business, STV is not exposed to significant risk and has assessed itself to have a low risk of modern slavery 
in its operations and supply chains. However, STV is not complacent and will continue to reflect on and enhance 
its controls and to monitor and review its supply chains. 
 
STV would not enter into business with any organisation, in the UK or abroad, which knowingly supports or is 
found to be involved in slavery, servitude and forced or compulsory labour. Through undertaking due diligence 
in its activities, STV seeks to ensure that it does not inadvertently support modern slavery.  
 
STV’s recruitment and people management processes are designed to ensure that all prospective employees 
are legally entitled to work in the UK and to safeguard employees from any abuse or coercion. When engaging 
talent, only reputable employment agencies are used and pre-employment checks are made, including requests 
for ‘right to work’ documents where appropriate.  
 
STV’s approach to eliminating slavery is interlinked with its sustainability strategy.  A review has been undertaken 
to segment our supplier base into tiers to enable a targeted approach to engagement with them around 
assessing and potentially enhancing their sustainability and modern slavery credentials.  A three-tier 
segmentation has been determined, with Tier 1 being those suppliers who fall within the definition of a large 
company under the Companies Act.  Our Tier 1 suppliers represent 87% of the non-Studios supplier ledger and 
work is underway to review both their modern slavery and sustainability policies and practices.   
 
Risk assessment and management 
The Company regularly reviews its policies and operating processes to ensure these provide: 
 

 protection against discrimination; 
 a fair working environment; and  
 fair trading conditions that do not violate human rights. 

 
With the introduction of IR35, a full review of STV’s contracting processes was carried out with training delivered 
to managers who had authority to recruit, to ensure that everyone was engaged under the appropriate contract 
and with the appropriate status. 
 

There is a rigorous process to identify, monitor and manage the principal risks that have been identified through 
the business and its supply chains. Each of the three business divisions has its own risk register and is responsible 
for risks in its area, supported by various Group functions including Compliance and Human Resources. The 
Group risk register is made up from the highest rated risks in these three registers together with the highest 
rated risks in both the central, compliance and cyber risk registers and all are reviewed regularly with reporting 
to the Audit & Risk Committee and the Board. 
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Measuring our performance 
Each year STV issues its gender pay report that demonstrates the progress being made towards its targets in 
this area and is a demonstration of the Group’s approach to fairness of remuneration.  On an ongoing basis 
throughout the year, the Group’s Head of HR and CFO meet to review and discuss new appointments with a 
specific line of sight to equality of salary bandings compared to existing roles and equality of treatment across 
permanent and fixed term contract employees.  Separately, and at least annually, the salary bands for each role 
within STV are reviewed to ensure that they reflect market movements, and that people are remunerated 
appropriately.  
 
The Company conducts regular employee engagement surveys and colleagues are encouraged to raise any 
issues or concerns either with their line manager, a member of the Management Board or Human Resources. 
 
Training 

Ongoing training is delivered to staff to ensure that responsibility to achieve compliance with the Company’s 
policies is understood and fulfilled.   
 
This statement is made pursuant to section 54(1) of the Modern Slavery Act 2015 and constitutes our slavery 
and human trafficking statement for the financial year ending December 2023. 
  
It was approved by the Board on 13 December 2023.  
 
This statement will be reviewed and updated every year. 
 
 

 
 
 
Simon Pitts 
Chief Executive Officer  
 
(Signed on behalf of the Board of Directors of STV Group plc)  
 
13 December 2023 
 

 


